1 ? tf(z) dz z ; where we have used that averaging over C is equal to the complex line integral over C with respect to dz 2 iz . For small jtj this de nes a holomorphic function of t which is equal to the sum of the residues of the function f(z)=(1 ? tf(z))z at its poles z with jzj < 1 (or minus the sum of the residues for jzj > 1). Because f(0) = 1, the residue at z = 0 is equal to ?1=t. As long as = 1=t is not a critical value of f and jtj is small, the other residues are equal to ?1=(t 2 f 0 ( ) ), where = j ( ) ranges over the solutions of f( ) = such that j j < 1.
Along every curve in C which avoids the critical values of f, the functions 7 ! j ( ) have a complex analytic extension. The idea of the proof is to show that the asymptotic behavior for t ! 1 of the corresponding analytic continuation of t 7 ! F(t) will lead to the conclusion that F(t) is not identically zero, and actually has a nite radius of convergence.
Because f(0) = f(1) = 1, the complex analytic extension of 7 ! j ( ) can neither run to 0, nor to 1, when remains bounded. If a 2 C is a critical point of f, with corresponding critical value v, then there exists an integer m 2 and a nonzero complex number c, such that f(z) v + c(z ? a) m and f 0 (z) cm(z ? a) m?1 as z ! a. It follows that the solutions near a of f( ) = satisfy ? a ( ?v c ) 1=m , with a choice of branch of the m-th root. We get that for v 6 = 0 the residue at is of the order ( ? v) ?1+1=m .
For v = 0 the residue at is of order 1+1=m , which cannot cancel the residue ? at z = 0. (Take m = 1 if approaches a simple zero a of f.) The conclusion is that F(t) = 
. This is a Laurent polynomial in fewer variables, for which we can take a Z-basis of L \ X (T). As the rest of the Newton polytope lies on one side of L, we have Cst(f n ) = Cst(f n ). We may replace f withf and T with the torusT whose character group is L \ X (T). After these replacements the origin lies in the interior of the Newton polytope. The reader will have noticed that L may have dimension zero.
In the sequel we will make use of the \Haar form" ! := dz 1 z 1^ ^d zz`, which modulo a constant factor is the unique invariant (`; 0)-form on T.
Theorem 4 Let f 2 C T] be such that the origin O lies in the interior of the Newton polytope Newton(f). Then there exists a smooth compacti cation M of T such that f extends to a holomorphic mapping from M to P 1 , and the Haar form ! extends to a holomorphic di erential form on M n f ?1 (f1g). Theorem 5 If M is as in the conclusion of Theorem 4, then there exists a nonzero critical value v of the mapping f : M ! P 1 , such that the radius of convergence of the generating function F(t) = Cst(f n ) t n?1 is equal to 1=jvj and the complex analytic extension around 1=v of F(t), jtj < j1=vj, is not single-valued. In particular, lim sup n!1 j Cst(f n )j 1=n = jvj > 0.
The proof of the theorems follows the same line as its special case Theorem 2. Wheǹ = 1, we had no di culty extending f : C ! C to a map f : P 1 ! P 1 . We did not even mention it. We did use though that f had limit 1 at zero and in nity, which were the poles of dz=z. For general`a compacti cation with similar properties exists, but the proof requires toroidal compacti cation ( K] , O]) and Hironaka's resolution of singularities H].
Proof of Theorem 4
We start with constructing an M with fewer properties and then improve on it. As our rst attempt we take the toroidal compacti cation M tor associated with a fan F which is a nite nonsingular subdivision of the fan consisting of the cones on the proper faces of the polar polytope of Newton(f) in the sense of Oda O]. Every`-dimensional cone in F is spanned by a Z-basis of X (T). We use its dual basis z i , 1 i `, as a coordinate system on T. Extending G m`t o C`we get the chart Y of M tor corresponding to . There is a unique vertex m of Newton(f) X (T) ' Z`such that for each p 2 Newton(f) and 1 i `we have p i m i . It follows that f(z) = (z) z m for a polynomial (z), such that (0) 6 = 0. Moreover, the condition that O is in the interior of Newton(f) implies that, for each i, m i < 0. Therefore f is well-de ned and equal to in nity at z = 0.
Also, ! = dz 1 z 1^
^d zz`, so in these coordinates ! again has simple poles and pole(!), the divisor of the poles of !, consists of the coordinate hyperplanes of the chart Y . We stratify pole(!) by repeated intersection of its irreducible components. We see that f : M tor ! P 1 is well de ned, with value 1, on a dense open subset of each stratum of pole(!), because it has this property near the zero-dimensional stratum, which is the origin in our chart. Now M tor is the union of the charts Y , so we may make the same remarks for the full divisor of poles of ! on M tor , which we call pole(!) again. So the thing that is still missing is that f be de ned everywhere. Actually, if`> 1 then for every nite value of the level set f ?1 (f g) in T cannot be a compact subset of T, because of the maximum principle, applied to the restriction to the level set of the coordinate functions z i . At a limit point in M tor n T of the level set we get also f = 1 at arbitrarily nearby points, so f must have points where it is ambiguous. If we can make f de ned everywhere, without spoiling the property that generically on each stratum of pole(!) the value of f is 1, then Theorem 4 follows. Now we are in luck. Hironaka tells us in H, x5 of Ch. 0] how to make f well de ned everywhere by performing a nite sequence of monoidal transformations (also known as blowups BM, x2]) with smooth centers. At each stage the center of his blowup is contained in the locus where f is still ambiguous. (This locus may be described as the scheme theoretic intersection of the divisor of poles of f with the divisor of zeroes of f. Thus, initially its ideal sheaf J is locally, in the chart Y , the ideal generated by the polynomials and z ?m for which f(z) = (z) z m .) Moreover, he appeals to his Main Theorem II and that means we may, apart from J, also specify a divisor E 0 which has only normal crossings, for which we take pole(!), of course. At the i-th stage the center will have only normal crossings with a divisor E i , inductively de ned in the Main Theorem II. Let ! i and f i denote ! and f at the i-th stage, respectively. Remark 7 There is another kind of blowup which also does not spoil the property that generically on each stratum of pole(!) the value of f is 1. Namely the blowup of the closure of a stratum. (Of course in this case the number of strata of pole(!) does increase.) Using Mo, Prop. 6.5] we can replace our M tor by a toroidal compacti cation of T which also is a projective variety. Because the blowup of a projective variety is projective, we may therefore modify the proof to achieve that M in Theorem 4 is projective.
Residues
We again study the generating function
where K is the real torus jz i j = 1, 1 i `. For this purpose we return to a coordinate chart Y = C n of the toroidal compacti cation M tor from the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4. Thus we work with a coordinate system z 1 ; : : : ; z`on T so that there is a term m in f whose z i -degree is, for each i, strictly negative and less than or equal to the z i -degree of each term of f. The derivative of f with respect to z 1 will similarly have such a lowest monomial, so there is a neighborhood N of the origin where both f and this derivative are de ned and nonzero. (In nite value is of course allowed here.) Note that for nonzero t the form ! f(z)?(1=t) has no pole along z 1 = 0 in N. Take > 0 so that (z 1 ; : : : ; z`) lies in N when all jz i j are no larger than . Let C denote the circle of radius and center 0 in C and let D be the disc it bounds. Let K be the real`-dimensional cycle (S )`in T. for small jtj. We will investigate the analytic continuation of J( ), initially de ned for large j j, in particular for ! 0.
As in the one-dimensional case, we rst rewrite J( ) in terms of residues. The (`+ 1)-dimensional cycle D (S )`? 1 has K as its boundary and it intersects the pole divisor of ii) All exponents in i) are rational numbers. (In the case of isolated singularities this is Brieskorn's monodromy theorem.) iii) All exponents q in i) satisfy q `? 1.
Property i) was proved by Nilsson N1]. Using a semi-algebraic triangulation of our cycle for large j j, we can write our initial J( ) as a nite sum of integrals over the standard (`? 1)-dimensional simplex of an algebraic function, so we can get ii) and iii) by applying Nilsson N2]. Deligne showed that the use of completions and Hironaka's resolution of singularities (which were not used by Nilsson) leads to simpler proofs in a more general framework, cf. D, prop. 6.14 and Th. 7.9 in Ch. II, Th. 1.8 and Th. 2.3 in Ch. III].
These general results do not give much information on the set V of singular points for J, nor on the exponents which may occur. We will show in the next section that if M is as in Theorem 4 then V is contained in the set of critical values of f : M ! P 1 . More importantly, for each v 2 V and exponent occurring in the description of J near v, we have that > ?1. As in the case`= 1, this then will lead to a proof of Theorem 5.
Asymptotics
In this section we assume throughout that M is as in the conclusion of Theorem 4. We write M for the level set in M at the level 2 P 1 , for the holomorphic mapping f : M ! P 1 . If 2 C is not a critical value of f, then M is a complex analytic smooth hypersurface in M, on which we have a well-de ned holomorphic (`? 1; 0)-form !=df.
Because f is constant on each of the nitely many strata of the variety of critical points of f, Jeanquartier studies a real analytic function, so his bers have real codimension one, and Malgrange works near an isolated singularity of f. Our proof follows Mal1, Appendice], the statements in which are not directly applicable to our situation either.
Proof of Lemma 8
We have to estimate the growth of J( ) as we approach a critical value v along a ray. By passing to f ? v, we can arrange that v = 0, and for the ray we can take the positive real axis, which simpli es the notation.
Let 0 Remark 10 It follows that I( 0 ) = R 0; 0 ] J( )d , which is a Fubini-type of formula \the integral is equal to the integral over the base of the integral over the ber" for the bration f; note that (!=df)d = ! when = f.
As in Mal2, p. 13], the estimates along rays lead to an independent proof that J is of 
